
Exercise #1 - Coflows

Attached is a model of the life cycle of natural gas, developed by Roger Naill in the 1970s as a part 
of the Limits to Growth study (Naill, The Discovery Life Cycle of a Finite Resource:  A Case 
Study of U.S. Natural Gas, in Toward Global Equilibrium:  Collected Papers, Dennis & Donella 
Meadows, eds., MIT Press, 1975, Productivity Press, 1990).

Naill assumed a simple structure for reserves, discovery and useage:  
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reserves

Proven reserves
Discovery rate Useage rate

The model computes a total cost of exploration (dollars per cubic foot discovered) and then uses 
that figure to compute the price that affects the usage rate (see the diagram below).  Naill incorrectly 
computed the usage rate price (labeled “Price” in the model).  He wanted to say that the price of a 
given cubic foot of natural gas was based on the total cost of discovery of that particular cubic foot, 
adjusted by a retail price markup (the “Price margin” in the model) and an effect of reserves on 
price.  

To approximate the total discovery cost of a cubic foot of gas when it reaches the retail market, Naill 
smoothed the total discovery cost.  Unfortunately, he used an incorrect smoothing time, the 
Reserve_Production_Ratio.  [See the model diagram below.]  The error is subtle, because the 
Reserve_Production_Ratio has the correct units (years, since Reserves/Production = (cu. ft.)/(cu. ft. 
per year) = years), and represents the average time a cubic foot of natural gas remains in the 
Proven_reserves level.  Yet it is not the correct smoothing time for a true coflow structure. 

The Task

Download Naill’s natural gas model from the web site.

Before you start work on fixing Naill’s coflow error, answer the following:

1)  Justify the equation for the Discovery Rate.

2)  Justify the equation for Investment in Exploration.

3)  Consider the Effect of Price on Usage.  Speculate on why Naill used log(Price) instead of just 
Price.

4)  Verify that the model produces the behavior shown below.

The Coflow Task

5)  Add to the model a coflow structure that correctly tracks average total discovery cost.   [Use the 
full coflow formulation presented in class.]  Call the costock Total Discovery Cost of Proven 
Reserves;  call the ratio of that to Proven Reserves the Average Discovery Cost of Proven Reserves.  
[That ratio corresponds to Naill’s Smoothed Cost.]  



6)  Then formulate Price using a weighted average of Naill’s Smoothed Cost and your Average 
Discovery Cost of Proven Reserves, so you can easily switch between them.  That is, in the equation 
for Price, replace Smoothed Cost with

Wt on Naill * Smoothed Cost + (1 - Wt on Naill) * Average Discovery Cost

Create a custom graph so you can plot on the same graph Naill’s Smoothed Cost, your Average 
Discovery Cost, and Price, all on the same scale.

7)  Run the model with Naill’s original smoothed cost active (Wt on Naill = 1).  Compare the 
graphs of Naill’s cost and your revised coflow cost.  What do you notice?  Do your best to explain 
what you see.  

8)  Now run the model with your revised coflow cost active (Wt on Naill = 0).  Again compare the 
behavior of Naill’s cost and your revised coflow cost.  What do you notice?  Do your best to 
explain what you see.  

9)  Now look at all the other variables in the two simulations.  The behavior of the overall model 
changes significantly when Naill’s error is corrected with a true coflow formulation.  Describe the 
differences you see in the lifecycle of natural gas.

Beyond the Coflow Task

10)  Among other things you should notice that a variable that should always have positive values 
goes negative.  What is that variable?  Why is it going negative?  Find the structure in the model 
that should prevent the variable from going negative.  Fix it so that the model behaves correctly.  
(You should be able to fix it without adding any equations to the model.)
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Unproven reserves : Naill base cubic feet1 1 1 1 1 1
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Equations

Average useage rate = smoothi ( Useage rate , Useage rate avg time , 2.9e+011
           ) 

Units: cubic feet/Year

Cost margin = 3.7
Units: dmnl

Cost of exploration = WITH LOOKUP( Fraction 
unproven reserves remaining , (
            [(0,0)-
(1,0.0002)],(0,0.17),(0.1,0.000169),(0.2,8.5e-
005),(0.3,5.64e-005)
            ,(0.4,4.21e-005),(0.5,3.38e-005),(0.6,2.83e-
005),(0.7,2.41e-005)
            ,(0.8,2.12e-005),(0.9,1.87e-005),(1,1.7e-
005) )

Units: $/cubic foot

Cost smoothing time = Reserve production ratio 
Units: years

Desired fraction of inv in exp = WITH LOOKUP( Reserve production ratio , ([(0,0)-(40,0.5)
            ],(0,0.43),(4,0.43),(8,0.43),(12,0.42),(16,0.39),(20,0.35),(24,0.26)
            ,(28,0.16),(32,0.05),(36,0.01),(40,0) )

Units: dmnl

Desired useage = INTEG( Growth in desired 
useage , 4e+011) 

Units: cubic feet/Year

Discovery delay = 4.5
Units: years

Discovery rate = Effective investment / Cost of 
exploration 

Units: cubic feet/Year

Effect of price on useage = WITH LOOKUP( 
Log10 price , ([(-4.5,0)-(-2,5)],(-4.5,5)
            ,(-4.4,4),(-4.3,3),(-4.2,2),(-4.1,1.4),(-4,1),(-
3.9,0.77),(-3.8,0.675)
            ,(-3.7,0.58),(-3.6,0.51),(-3.5,0.45),(-
3.4,0.375),(-3.3,0.3),(-3.2,0.25)
            ,(-3.1,0.2),(-3,0.12),(-2.9,0.0846),(-
2.8,0.0684),(-2.7,0.052),
            (-2.6,0.0355),(-2.5,0.024),(-2.4,0.016),(-
2.3,0.0088),(-2.2,0.00365)
            ,(-2.1,0.00794),(-2,0.00031) )

Units: dmnl
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Effect of reserves on price = WITH LOOKUP( 
Reserve production ratio , ([(0,0)-(60,8)
            ],(0,8),(6,5.5),(12,3.75),(18,2.5),(24,1.5),(30,1),(36,0.9) )

Units: dmnl

Effect of ROI on investment = WITH LOOKUP( Price cost ratio , ([(0,0)-(2,1)
            ],(0,0),(0.2,0),(0.4,0.07),(0.6,0.3),(0.8,0.75),(1,0.9),(1.2,0.97)
            ,(1.4,1),(1.6,1),(1.8,1),(2,1) )

Units: dmnl

Effective investment = smooth ( Investment in 
exploration , Discovery delay
           ) 

Units: $/Year

FINAL TIME = 2020
Units: Year

Fraction unproven reserves remaining = Unproven 
reserves / Unproven reserves initial
           

Units: dmnl

Fractional growth in desired useage = 0.066
Units: 1/years

Growth in desired useage = Desired useage * Fractional growth in desired useage
           

Units: cubic feet/(Year*Year)

INITIAL TIME = 1900
Units: Year

Investment in exploration = Sales revenue * Desired fraction of inv in exp 
           * Effect of ROI on investment 

Units: $/Year

Log10 price = log ( Price , 10) 
Units: $/cubic foot
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Price = Smoothed cost * Price margin * Effect of reserves on price 
Units: $/cubic foot

Price cost ratio = Price / Total cost 
Units: dmnl

Price margin = 1
Units: dmnl

Proven reserves = INTEG( Discovery rate - Useage rate , 5.8e+012) 
Units: cubic feet

Reserve production ratio = Proven reserves / Average useage rate 
Units: years

Sales revenue = Useage rate * Price 
Units: $/Year

SAVEPER = TIME STEP 
Units: Year

Smoothed cost = smooth ( Total cost , Cost smoothing time ) 
Units: $/cubic foot

TIME STEP = 0.0625
Units: Year

Total cost = Cost of exploration * Cost margin 
Units: $/cubic foot

Unproven reserves = INTEG( - Discovery rate , Unproven reserves initial ) 
Units: cubic feet

Unproven reserves initial = 1.04e+015
Units: cubic feet

Useage rate = Desired useage * Effect of price on useage 
Units: cubic feet/Year

Useage rate avg time = 1
Units: Year


